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Earnings 

Period End (SAR) 12/15A 12/16A 12/17E 12/18E

Revenue (mn) 3,745         3,752         4,131         4,314         

Revenue Grow th 1.5% 0.2% 10.1% 4.4%

EBITDA (mn) 101            68              160            181            

EBITDA Grow th -40.2% -33.0% 135.4% 13.1%

EPS 1.4 0.1 2.7 3.1

RoE% 9.3% 0.4% 20.2% 20.5%  
Source: Company data, Al Rajhi Capital; Note: EPS for 
2017 and 2018 based on 42mn shares 

Senior Research Analyst 
Nivedan Reddy Patlolla, CFA  

Tel +966 11 211 9423, patlollan@alrajhi-capital.com 

Extra 
Q2: Market share gains accelerate 
Extra delivered a strong set of Q2 results led by accelerating market share 

gains in our view. Net profit at SAR43mn (up 256% y-o-y) was comfortably 

ahead of our SAR22mn estimate (consensus: SAR19mn). The two key drivers of 

the significant earnings beat are: (a) 15% y-o-y revenue growth, much ahead of 

our estimate of 6% y-o-y growth, on the back of continued market share gains 

(Extra gained 150-180 bps market share in 2016), and (b) lower than estimated 

SG&A expenses at 12.6% of revenue (our estimate: 14.5%). We believe both 

these drivers have further legs to carry the momentum into the next few 

quarters. Regulatory factors (Saudization of mobile shops) and weak consumer 

spending environment over the last 4-6 quarters led to exit of smaller telecom 

shops as well as electronic chains with weak balance sheets.  The additional 

space created by exit of smaller players, along with Extra’s changes to product 

mix (focus on higher margin mobile brands, striking exclusive deals with 

suppliers etc), and its thrust on online channel created a fertile ground for 

revenue and margin surprise. Management commentary of SG&A expenses 

trending lower than 14% of revenue for 2017 augurs well for bottom-line 

growth. We factored the above into our estimates and revised our target price 

to SAR41.9 per share (earlier SAR31 per share). Our target price implies 13.6% 

upside from the current market price and we upgrade the rating to Overweight 

(earlier Neutral). Dividend has been reinstated (SAR0.75 per share), the first 

time in 7 quarters, which is also a positive.        

 Revenue: 15% y-o-y revenue growth is primarily driven by 13% y-o-y LFL 

growth, given the tepid pace of store roll-outs (the last store roll-out was in 

Q2 2016). Management guided for just 1 store roll-out in 2017.    

 Operating leverage revs up margin: Robust LFL growth is a key driver of 

operating leverage considering that a portion of SG&A costs are fixed. Q2 

EBIT margin improved to 4.4% (up 300 bps y-o-y), the highest level over 

the past 12 quarters. For full year 2017, we build for 2.8% EBIT margin, 

representing y-o-y gain of  220bps.  

 Change in valuation/ rating: We continue to value Extra based on equal 

weights for DCF and P/E based relative valuation. Our DCF based target 

price is SAR37.2 per share, assuming 10.46% WACC (no debt in capital 

structure). Our target P/E for Extra is 15x FY18 earnings, which we believe 

is appropriate considering 10% earnings CAGR over FY17-20e and RoE 

stabilizing at 20% starting FY17e. Our P/E based target price stands at 

SAR46.5. The equal weighted target price stands at SAR41.9 per share 

(earlier SAR31), implying 13.6% upside from the current price. Hence, we 

upgrade the rating to Overweight (earlier Neutral).  

Figure 1  Extra: Summary of Q2 2017 results  

(SAR mn) Q2 2016 Q1 2017 Q2 2017 % Chg YoY % Chg QoQ ARC Est

Revenue 880                       805                   1,014               15.2% 26% 931                

Gross Profit 143                       134                   173                   21% 29% 158                

Gross Profit margin 16.3% 16.7% 17.0% - - 17.0%

Operating Profit 12.1                      13.8                  44.2                  - - 23.1               

Net Profit 12.1                      13.0                  43.3                  - - 22.0                
Source: Company data, Al Rajhi Capital 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS 

This research report was prepared by Al Rajhi Capital (Al Rajhi), a company authorized to engage in securities activities in Saudi Arabia.  Al 
Rajhi is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research 
reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in 
reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the 
“Exchange Act”).  

Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments based on 
the information provided in this research report should do so only through Rosenblatt Securities Inc, 40 Wall Street 59th Floor, New York 
NY 10005, a registered broker dealer in the United States.  Under no circumstances should any recipient of this research report effect any 
transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through Al Rajhi. Rosenblatt Securities Inc. accepts responsibility for the 
contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to a U.S. person other than a major U.S. 
institutional investor. 

The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not registered or qualified as a research analyst with the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and may not be an associated person of Rosenblatt Securities Inc. and, therefore, may not be subject to 
applicable restrictions under FINRA Rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a 
research analyst account. 

Ownership and Material Conflicts of Interest 

Rosenblatt Securities Inc. or its affiliates does not ‘beneficially own,’ as determined in accordance with Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act, 
1% or more of any of the equity securities mentioned in the report. Rosenblatt Securities Inc, its affiliates and/or their respective officers, 
directors or employees may have interests, or long or short positions, and may at any time make purchases or sales as a principal or agent 
of the securities referred to herein. Rosenblatt Securities Inc. is not aware of any material conflict of interest as of the date of this 
publication. 

Compensation and Investment Banking Activities  

Rosenblatt Securities Inc. or any affiliate has not managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 
12 months, nor received compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the past 12 months, neither does it or 
any affiliate expect to receive, or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the next 3 
months. 

Additional Disclosures 

This research report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law.  This research report has no 
regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient, even if sent only to a single 
recipient.  This research report is not guaranteed to be a complete statement or summary of any securities, markets, reports or 
developments referred to in this research report.  Neither Al Rajhi nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any 
liability, however arising, for any error, inaccuracy or incompleteness of fact or opinion in this research report or lack of care in this research 
report’s preparation or publication, or any losses or damages which may arise from the use of this research report. 

Al Rajhi may rely on information barriers, such as “Chinese Walls” to control the flow of information within the areas, units, divisions, groups, 
or affiliates of Al Rajhi. 

Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments (including ADRs) discussed in this research report may present certain 
risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, or be subject to the regulations of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission.  Information on such non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments may be limited. Foreign companies may not be 
subject to audit and reporting standards and regulatory requirements comparable to those in effect within the United States. 

The value of any investment or income from any securities or related financial instruments discussed in this research report denominated in 
a currency other than U.S. dollars is subject to exchange rate fluctuations that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value of or 
income from such securities or related financial instruments.   

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Al 
Rajhi with respect to future performance.  Income from investments may fluctuate.  The price or value of the investments to which this 
research report relates, either directly or indirectly, may fall or rise against the interest of investors.  Any recommendation or opinion 
contained in this research report may become outdated as a consequence of changes in the environment in which the issuer of the 
securities under analysis operates, in addition to changes in the estimates and forecasts, assumptions and valuation methodology used 
herein.   

No part of the content of this research report may be copied, forwarded or duplicated in any form or by any means without the prior consent 
of Al Rajhi and Al Rajhi accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. This research document has been 
prepared by Al Rajhi Capital Company (“Al Rajhi Capital”) of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. It has been prepared for the general use of Al Rajhi 
Capital’s clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express 
written consent of Al Rajhi Capital. Receipt and review of this research document constitute your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, 
or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained in this document prior to public disclosure of such 
information by Al Rajhi Capital. The information contained was obtained from various public sources believed to be reliable but we do not 
guarantee its accuracy. Al Rajhi Capital makes no representations or warranties (express or implied) regarding the data and information 
provided and Al Rajhi Capital does not represent that the information content of this document is complete, or free from any error, not 
misleading, or fit for any particular purpose. This research document provides general information only. Neither the information nor any 
opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other investment products related to 
such securities or investments. It is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this document. 

Investors should seek financial, legal or tax advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, other investment or 
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this document and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may 
not be realized. Investors should note that income from such securities or other investments, if any, may fluctuate and that the price or value 
of such securities and investments may rise or fall. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value of or price of, or 
income derived from, certain investments. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Al Rajhi Capital or its 
officers or one or more of its affiliates (including research analysts) may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or related 
investments, including long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives, or other financial instruments. Al Rajhi 
Capital or its affiliates may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, solicit investment banking or other business 
from, any company mentioned in this research document. Al Rajhi Capital, together with its affiliates and employees, shall not be liable for 
any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damages that may arise, directly or indirectly, from any use of the information contained in this 
research document.  

This research document and any recommendations contained are subject to change without prior notice. Al Rajhi Capital assumes no 
responsibility to update the information in this research document. Neither the whole nor any part of this research document may be altered, 
duplicated, transmitted or distributed in any form or by any means. This research document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to 
or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such 
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or which would subject Al Rajhi Capital or any of its affiliates to any 
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 
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Disclaimer 

This research document has been prepared by Al Rajhi Capital Company (“Al Rajhi Capital”) of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. It has been prepared 
for the general use of Al Rajhi Capital’s clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or 
manner, without the express written consent of Al Rajhi Capital. Receipt and review of this research document constitute your agreement 
not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained in this document prior to 
public disclosure of such information by Al Rajhi Capital. The information contained was obtained from various public sources believed to be 
reliable but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Al Rajhi Capital makes no representations or warranties (express or implied) regarding the 
data and information provided and Al Rajhi Capital does not represent that the information content of this document is complete, or free 
from any error, not misleading, or fit for any particular purpose. This research document provides general information only. Neither the 
information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other investment 
products related to such securities or investments. It is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account 
the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this document. 

Investors should seek financial, legal or tax advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, other investment or 
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this document and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may 
not be realized. Investors should note that income from such securities or other investments, if any, may fluctuate and that the price or value 
of such securities and investments may rise or fall. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value of or price of, or 
income derived from, certain investments. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Al Rajhi Capital or its 
officers or one or more of its affiliates (including research analysts) may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or related 
investments, including long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives, or other financial instruments. Al Rajhi 
Capital or its affiliates may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, solicit investment banking or other business 
from, any company mentioned in this research document. Al Rajhi Capital, together with its affiliates and employees, shall not be liable for 
any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damages that may arise, directly or indirectly, from any use of the information contained in this 
research document.  

This research document and any recommendations contained are subject to change without prior notice. Al Rajhi Capital assumes no 
responsibility to update the information in this research document. Neither the whole nor any part of this research document may be altered, 
duplicated, transmitted or distributed in any form or by any means. This research document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to 
or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such 
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or which would subject Al Rajhi Capital or any of its affiliates to any 
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 

 

Explanation of Al Rajhi Capital’s rating system 
 
Al Rajhi Capital uses a three-tier rating system based on absolute upside or downside potential for all stocks under its coverage except 
financial stocks and those few other companies not compliant with Islamic Shariah law: 
 
"Overweight": Our target price is more than 10% above the current share price, and we expect the share price to reach the target on a 12 
month time horizon. 
 
"Neutral": We expect the share price to settle at a level between 10% below the current share price and 10% above the current share price 
on a 12 month time horizon. 
 
"Underweight": Our target price is more than 10% below the current share price, and we expect the share price to reach the target on a 12 
month time horizon. 
 
"Target price": We estimate target value per share for every stock we cover. This is normally based on widely accepted methods 
appropriate to the stock or sector under consideration, e.g. DCF (discounted cash flow) or SoTP (sum of the parts) analysis. 
 
Please note that the achievement of any price target may be impeded by general market and economic trends and other external factors, or 
if a company’s profits or operating performance exceed or fall short of our expectations. 
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Mazen AlSudairi 
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Tel : +966 1 211 9449 
Email: alsudairim@alrajhi-capital.com 
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